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IN THIS ISSUE

We report back on our recent, 

discussions with hospitality 

employers about the value and 

potential of digital micro-

credentials for enhanced 

employee screening, 

engagement and retention in a 

competitive labour market.

M I C R O  
B U T  M I G HT Y



As disruptive and troubling as the pandemic and its outfal l  have been, 

leading experts highl ight the importance of recognizing that this 

moment also represents an opportunity for pause and evaluation. The 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 

writes,  the “current context invites workplaces to re -examine how they 

work and learn."

Posit ioning Canada for the future requires business and government to 

anticipate upcoming changes,  to learn quickly and to adapt.”  There is a 

clear need to identify faster,  more effic ient,  and more responsive means 

of ski l l ing,  upski l l ing,  and signal ing for in -demand ski l ls .  As discussed in 

the earl ier volume of this monograph series,  micro -credentials,  

captured and val idated with e -badges are fast -emerging as a t imely 

response to this pressing need.

To me, everything is an advantage. I never see a 
certificate in something as a disadvantage since 
education always indicates a lifelong learner 
who is much more likely to say yes to special 
projects and learning new things.
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Trends come and 
go, but industry 
expert feedback 
can help to keep 
micro-credentials 
relevant

At Hospitality Workers Training Centre 

(HWTC), we’ve hosted 20 in -depth 

conversations with a cross-section of 

hospitality and food service sector 

employer representatives, to learn how 

micro-credentials can address the 

shifting needs of employers and their 

employees during turbulent times. 

Additionally, we formed a micro-

credentialing Advisory Committee at 

HWTC, including engaged sector 

representatives who have provided 

feedback on these questions in a focus-

group format. There are currently 6 

sector members contributing to our 

advisory committee, including human 

resources and hiring employer partners. 

These insights have further deepened 

and echoed what we have heard during 

our individual employer interviews.      
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In Conversation with Employers, 
for Sector-driven Insights

We asked our key informants:

• When you hire staff or think about the changing roles of existing staff 

through recovery, how do you know they are bringing the right skills and 

competencies to your business?   

• What skills and competencies do you think your workers will need to help 

your business adapt to new standards and changes implemented over the 

coming few months? 

• Do you/if so, what kinds of onboarding/training/orientation supports do you 

provide to your new or existing staff whose roles are changing? 

• Have you ever recommended opportunities for employees to gain micro -

credentials? Why yes/no?

• How can we ensure that micro-credentials best support your recruitment and 

retention efforts, contribute to the continued success of your business, and 

benefit your employees?      

A  B R E A K D O W N  O F  O U R  
2 6  H O S P I T A L I T Y  A N D  
F O O D  S E R V I C E  E M P L O Y E R  
R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S :  

T HE Y  RE PRE SE NT E D  K E Y  SE C T ORS IN  HOSPIT A LIT Y  A ND  F OOD  
SE RVIC E :



Going through lockdown, it’s 
challenged us in different ways. 
The pandemic has put a different 
spin on service.

These conversations resulted in critical insights on the 

potential of sector-focused, timely, and attainable 

micro-credentials and how they can enhance more 

effective and efficient employee screening, training, 

and career development practices. 

Employers, in Response
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Accelerated by the impact of the pandemic on the hospitality and food 

service sector, employee skills needs are changing faster and more 

dramatically than ever before. As the economy moves forward toward 

recovery, sector employers are looking to re -engage a devastated workforce, 

with fast-evolving occupational profiles, in a highly competitive labour 

market. To meet pressing hiring and engagement needs, employers find that 

they need to search more inclusively for skilled employees, by looking 

beyond “Canadian experience,” “sector experience,” and traditional 

educational attainment like “just a high school diploma,” to indicate 

candidate qualifications. As almost all of our employer partners pointed out 

during our conversations, they are eager to investigate and recognize more 

reliable and targeted indicators of in -demand candidates performance 

potential, than ever before.

Micro-credentials, presented in the form of digital e -badges include 

metadata that help validate relevant candidate skills and qualification in 

order to inform faster skills recognitions during the screening and hiring 

processes. Furthermore, micro-credentials can also contribute to more 

effortless onboarding and upskilling processes, especially for marginalised 

populations who might not have other indicators of their qualifications 

(Newcomers, those without high school completion, youth, etc). This is due 

to micro-credentials' ability to “create bridges into the workforce, break 

down barriers to transitioning successfully between high school graduation 

and work, upgrade skills while working, and even build a route into [related] 

sectors after graduation”.  

We have to woo candidates more, we got rid of unpaid test 
shifts, we do less reference checks at the moment, even at 
manager level if needed. Stopped asking for vaccination 
status.

Our Learnings to Date:
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Employers find they must cast a wider net to find the right 
candidates able to meet evolving business skills needs. 

Hiring Hotel Employer Partner



Micro-Credentials once established, can be a valuable add-on 
for folks who are applying for roles. It would help for those who 
did not have formal training, like educational training

Micro-credentials need to be relevant, they need to be timely 
[...] Employees deserve better, so we’d love to focus more on 
upskilling.

Our employer partners spoke of wanting to build on their relationships of trust 

with their existing employees, to retain/reengage their impacted workers, and 

to promote from within, in order to reduce unprecedented talent drain.
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Hiring Hotel Employer Partner

Employers recognize that they must effectively and efficiently 
upskill existing, trusted, employees, if they are to reduce the 
turbulence associated with rapid business pivots and shifting 
performance standards. 

Hiring Employer Partner

In this context, micro-credentials can elevate engagement, increase 

retention, and help businesses keep up with the demand for quick 

upskilling, through recovery. Because they are “specific, f lexible, 

and accessible to anyone,” “they build on 

existing knowledge and experience and 

create a tailored learning to suit individual 

needs and address specific gaps.”[i]  

That is to say, micro-credentials offer 

targeted, timely and affordable means 

of recognizing in-demand employee skills, 

pinpointing areas for development, and 

optimally address skills gaps along 

employees’ growth within the organization. 



According to our industry contacts, a large number of job seekers —

particularly recent graduates—struggle to meet this expectation. Regardless 

of previous experience, anyone from front -facing staff, to administrators, to 

managers, and even board members, may need to refresh their social and 

emotional skills after extended periods of lockdowns, distancing, and 

isolation. The use of micro-credentials to not only train but also update these 

competencies offers businesses an agile, convenient, and effective solution 

to fill ing emerging skills gaps the pandemic has left in its wake. Amongst the 

most commonly desired skills that our partners hoped to see employees 

building were those of de-escalation, leadership, and adherence to new 

health and safety protocols.  

However, our employer partners were also able to point out that the lack of 

adequate ways for hiring teams to recognize and track these essential 

proficiencies also means that a sense of their value — or even presence —

within certain workforces is often lost on staff at all organizational levels. 

Micro-credentials can help to address these issues since “Short, skill -based 

programs can deliver, assess, and certify SES [Social and Emotional Skills] 

training to improve worker performance and productivity,” and “can also 

address situational troubles (such as missing credentials and reputational 

challenges) that have an impact on wages.”  Through customizable training, 

employees can not only adapt to changing market conditions, but also grow 

and learn new skills while facing novel challenges. 
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Many competencies require updating as we move 
toward recover, but ‘people skills’ are on top of the list.

Customers are demanding much more and have much 
higher expectations than before. Many candidates coming 
out of school have no confidence in, or skills for, dealing 
with difficult customers, and they like to see more 
applicants with ‘people skills’ who know how to make 
customers happy and can go above and beyond.

Hiring Employer Partner
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In our employer partner interviews, micro -

credentials have also consistently been identified as 

a way to cut expenditures of time and money related 

to training and retraining new and existing staff.  

This is especially relevant in cases where health and 

safety standards require refreshing due to extended 

closures and new government policies. But logistics 

is only one aspect of the training process which 

micro-credentials can tackle. 

Given the low cost and high transferability potential 

of micro-credentials, our partners primarily 

recognized them as a way to target and address 

sector-specific skills gaps, while providing reliable 

qualifications to workers lacking recognition of their 

existing abilit ies. Our discussions indicate that 

micro-credentials are being increasingly recognized 

as a vital tool for rebuilding business in a 

competitive labour market – allowing for more 

responsive, cost-effective, and adaptive means of 

recognizing and training up qualified staff.  

Digitalized micro-credentials in form of e-badges, 

that is to say, were recognized by our employer 

partners as a desirable and viable addition to how 

candidates and adapting employees can effectively, 

readily, and reliabley gain in -demand skills when 

and where they are needed.

Time and cost matter.

What is the timing 
involved to get those 
micro credentials 
completed?  They 
must be clear, 
simple and to the 
point. No cost to the 
company, and they 
must be relevant, 
refreshing, 
interesting.

Hiring Employer Partner
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Customer care adds 

another dimension to 

the customer service 

equation: an 

emotional connection. 

Customer care 

approaches 

emphasize active 

listening and a 

collaborative attitude 

that helps clients feel 

their needs are being 

met on a deeper level.

Customer Service 
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Our employer partners highlighted, along with increased participation in 

training and qualifications comes the confidence boost that many employees 

need to reenter the workforce, engage in their work and retain their 

employment. 

As one of our partners noted, finding “ways for [employees] to better 

themselves or to better prepare themselves for a return to work would be 

helpful and support further knowledge acquisition." 

Micro-credentials will help employees do their jobs better or perform at a 

higher level” and “will be useful in terms of overall training to complement in -

house training.” Another employer partner also noted how integrating and 

adopting new opportunities for employees to learn could provide them with a 

“mini win” that would get them excited. 

The value of attainable skills development 
opportunities goes beyond immediate 
performance outcomes.

Customer Care Customer Experience 

Customer service is the 

process through which 

staff and 

representatives of a 

business provide 

customers with 

products or services, 

assist them in 

answering any 

questions they have, or 

solve issues that may 

arise in the process of 

providing products or 

services.

Customer experience 

is a concept that 

encompasses the full 

journey of a 

customer’s 

engagement with a 

business, allowing 

for a lasting 

relationship with 

clients that extends 

beyond any one 

transaction.



Micro, but Mighty: Moving Forward
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The attainability, affordable, and flexibility of micro -credentials are attractive 

features for tourism and hospitality front -line workers of all backgrounds, 

since many “enter the labour market without any postsecondary education or 

certification”[i] and/or with a range of international and diverse experiences 

that might not otherwise be recognized.  

With this in mind, micro-credential programs can address barriers to more 

traditional forms of training, including significant investments of time and 

money. HWTC, in collaboration with our validated development partner Bow 

Valley College, aims to launch and build momentum for micro -credentialing as 

a recognizable, reliable, and adaptive skilling and upskilling option for sector 

stakeholders – employers, employees, and workforce development 

intermediaries, alike. 

Over the coming months, we will continue our structured conversations with 

sector employers and other key informants. We will also continue to use these 

insights to direct and deliver HWTC’s sector -driven micro-credentialing and e-

badging catalogue.

Finding ways for them to better themselves to prepare them would 
be helpful and support further knowledge to help employees do 
their jobs better, perform at a higher level. A micro-credential will 
be useful, in terms of overall training. It will complement in house 
training.

- Hiring Employer Partner
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a b o u t  h w t c

The Hospitality Workers Training Centre is a not-for-profit,  sector-specific workforce 

development organization focused on supporting a strong and healthy hospitality 

industry in Ontario, Canada. 

Started in 2004, HWTC provides career-long learning opportunities for hospitality 

professionals and capacity-building supports for hospitality employers. 
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